The Serbian Armed Forces are an armed force of the defence system which is responsible for armed opposition to military forms threatening the security of the state.

The transformation of the Serbian Armed Forces began in mid 2006 and the first phase of the reorganization was successfully completed on 28th June 2007 by a symbolic act of the formation of the Fourth Brigade of Land Forces in Vranje.

At strategic, operational and tactical level they are organized in the forms of commands, units and institutions. In principal, they are made up of services, branches and corps. They are manned by professional members, soldiers opting for voluntary military service and a reserve component, with a clear trend to full professionalization.

The Serbian Armed Forces is currently made up of the General Staff with immediaphoney subordinated units, Land Forces, Air Force and Air Defence, and the Training Command. In terms of the extent of engagement within the country, the units deployed to the Security Land Zone are most active.

The Armed Forces develop their own systems of logistics and training, but also rely on the resources provided by the state and foreign partners.

In the previous period the conditions necessary for the continuation of transformation have been created, which, among other things, implies modernization, changes in training system, creation of non-commissioned officer corps, and social security reform.

The aim is to create smaller, but more efficient, armed forces up to the standards of modern states which will be capable of facing challenges and threats.

The Serbian Armed Forces cooperate with more than 30 armed forces across the world. The members of the Serbian Armed Forces take part in UN multinational operations. At the moment, they are participating in the missions in DR Congo, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Lebanon and Cyprus.
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES
GENERAL STAFF
The General Staff is the highest professional and staff organizational part of the Serbian Armed Forces, responsible for their preparation and use both in peacetime and war.

The units directly subordinate to the General Staff are the Guard, Central Logistic Base, Signal Brigade and 224th Electronic Warfare Center.

The General Staff of the Serbian Armed Forces is composed of the following organizational units:

- Joint Operational Command
- Human Resource Department (J-1)
- Inphoneligence and Reconnaissance Department (J-2)
- Operation Department (J-3)
- Logistics Department (J-4)
- Planning and Development Department (J-5)
- Phoneecommunication and Information Technology Department (J-6)
- Training and Doctrine Department (J-7)
- Finance Section (J-8)
- Civilian-Military Cooperation Section (J-9)
- Military Police Department

The Joint Operational Command is responsible for leading and operational command of the Armed Forces.

The Operational Command is composed of the representatives of the other General Staff units, and if needed, of the operational level commands, in order to ensure a successful planning and integration of inter-service activities of the different formations of the Armed Forces, and other elements of the defence system of the Republic of Serbia.

The Command prepares documents and plans for commanding of the Armed Forces units in operations undertaken as a response of the country’s security structures to current crises.
General Staff
Joint Operational Command
Peacekeeping Operation Center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

Peacekeeping operations Center is an organizational unit of Serbian Military HQ Joint operational command formed in 2003.

Main tasks performed by the Center are:

- selection, preparation and training of participants in multinational operations;
- participation in the preparing and training Serbian military units for participation in multinational operations;
- monitoring the engagement of individual participants and Serbian military units in multinational operations;
- participation in planning, organisation, coordination and control of readiness, and evaluation of readiness for participation in multinational operations;
- preparation of the feasibility study of participation in multinational operations;
- international military cooperation in multinational operations;
- implementation of experiences gained in multinational operations.
PEACEKEEPING OPERATION CENTER

**AIM:**
Enabling the attendants to perform staff duties in multinational commands and HQs and commands and HQs of national contingents in multinational operations, according to NATO standards.

**CONTENT:**
- staff functions-duties in brigade-level multinational commands;
- preparation of plans and orders according to NATO standards;
- command and control system and relations in multinational commands;
- basics of brigade-level operational planning in NATO processes;
- basics of Partnership for Peace program and structure and functioning of NATO commands on a strategic level (ACT, ACO);
- experiences gained in multinational commands and operations under NATO leadership;
- main documents in multinational operations;
- basics of logistical support in UN and NATO multinational operations;
- basics of psychological and informational operations;
- basics of cooperation with international, humanitarian and non-governmental organizations and UN police;
- techniques and standards necessary for participation in multinational operations and multinational environment.

**KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:**
- basics of brigade-level operational planning in NATO processes;
- main documents in multinational operations;
- techniques and standards necessary for participation in multinational operations and multinational environment.

**QUALIFICATION:**
An attendant who successfully completes the training program receives a certificate on the completed training program for officers performing command duties on a brigade-level or higher in multinational operations.

**DURATION:** 3 weeks
**PERIOD:** May
**MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:** 15 participants
**WORKING LANGUAGE:** English
**ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:**
- professional officers from the rank of captain to the rank of colonel;
- English language profile STANAG 6001 2222;
- professional officers posted on or experienced in command or operational duties.

**PRICE:**
regulated according to the Bilateral Military Cooperation Treaty

**CONTACT / JOINT OPERATIONAL COMMAND / PEACEKEEPING OPERATION CENTER:**
phone: +381 11 2063274
e-mail: pkoc@vs.rs
General Staff
Military Police Department
Military Police Personnel
Training Center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

The Military Police Personnel Training Center continues the tradition of the Military Police School formed in 1955, as part of that time Security School Center in Pančevo.

Established on 15th October 2009, it is now subordinate to the Military Police Department of the Serbian Armed Forces General Staff.

In the previous years, hundreds of military police members have been trained in dozens of courses.

In the earlier period, members of foreign armed forces were also trained.

The Military Police Personnel Training Center is designed for professional and specialist training of the Military Police personnel in the Serbian Armed Forces and the Ministry of Defence.

It provides basic and specialist courses for the members of the Military Police of the Serbian Armed Forces.

It also offers other forms of professional development such as seminars and consultations.
Course for Commissioned Officers Performing Duties in Military Police Units

MILITARY POLICE DEPARTMENT

DURATION: 12 weeks

PERIOD: From April to July

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- To be a professional member of armed forces with a rank of a commissioned officer;
- To be in a good health condition, fit for military service, which is proved by a certificate issued by a medical committee.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
By completing the course, the participant has acquired the necessary knowledge and skills related to: application of military police authority in military police work, knowledge about and use of weapons, means and equipment of military police, application of forms of fighting in execution of military and police tasks.

PRICE:
€ 1,500 per candidate

MILITARY POLICE

AIM:
To enable officers to apply authority of the Military Police, carry out tasks within the remit of the Military Police and command the Military Police platoon in execution of military and police tasks; to build highly motivated and skilled (to the extent of automatic reactions), versatile and professionally trained members of the military police, able to execute all the tasks assigned to the Military Police under concrete conditions in an uncompromising and most effective manner.

CONTENT:
- training in the area of military and police tactics;
- familiarization with weapons, means and equipment of the military police and training in their handling and maintenance;
- special physical training.

QUALIFICATION:
Military Police Officially Authorized Person

CONTACT / MILITARY POLICE DEPARTMENT / MILITARY POLICE PERSONNEL TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 11 3201 007 mobile: +381648329379
**MILITARY POLICE DEPARTMENT**

**AIM:**
To enable non-commissioned officers to apply authority of the Military Police, carry out tasks within the remit of the Military Police and command the Military Police platoon in execution of military and police tasks; to build highly motivated and skilled (to the extent of automatic reactions), versatile and professionally trained members of the military police, able to execute all the tasks assigned to the Military Police under concrete conditions in an uncompromising and most effective manner.

**CONTENT:**
- training in the area of military and police tactics;
- familiarization with weapons, means and equipment of the military police and training in their handling and maintenance;
- special physical training.

**QUALIFICATION:**
Military Police Officially Authorized Person

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DURATION:</strong></th>
<th>12 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERIOD:</strong></td>
<td>From January to April, and from September to November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:</strong></td>
<td>10 participants in each period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WORKING LANGUAGE:</strong></td>
<td>Serbian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:** | - To be a professional member of armed forces with a rank of a non-commissioned officer;  
  - To be in a good health condition, fit for military service, which is proved by a certificate issued by a medical committee. |
| **KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:** | By completing the course, the person has acquired the necessary knowledge and skills related to: application of military police authority in military police work, knowledge about and use of weapons, means and equipment of military police, application of forms of fighting in execution of military and police tasks. |
| **PRICE:** | €1,500 per candidate |

**CONTACT / MILITARY POLICE DEPARTMENT / MILITARY POLICE PERSONNEL TRAINING CENTER:**
phone: +381 11 3201 007  
mobile: +381648329379
MILITARY POLICE DEPARTMENT

AIM:
To enable course participants to carry out tasks of a police escort driver, within military police work on regulating and control of military passenger traffic.

CONTENT:
Course participants are trained in the fields of tactics and driving technique of escort cars when providing VIP protection.

QUALIFICATION:
Escort Car Driver

DURATION: 5 weeks

PERIOD: From May to June

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
4 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- To have passed driving examination for driving passenger and load transport motor vehicles, at least five years ago;
- To have experience in driving vehicles of not less than three years;
- To be fit for a motor vehicle driver, which is proved by a certificate issued by an authorized medical committee.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE: By completing the course, the participant has acquired the necessary knowledge and skills in safe driving of escort vehicles when providing VIP protection.

PRICE:
€ 2,000 per candidate
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES
LAND FORCES
Land Forces are the biggest and oldest military service. Their organization, composition, armament, and equipment are adapted to the missions and tasks assigned to the Serbian Armed Forces, primarily concerning activities on land.

Land Forces are composed of a Special Force Brigade, four Land Force Brigades, a Mixed Artillery Brigade, two Military Police Battalions, a CBRN Battalion, a Signal Battalion, River Flotilla, and Technical Maintenance and Overhaul Institute Čačak.

The Day of Land Forces is marked on 16th November. On that day 1914, the Battle of Kolubara, one of the most important battles in the First World War, began. 11 Infantry and one Cavalry Divisions, supported by 426 pieces of artillery, took the main role in combat efforts of the Serbian Army in that battle.

The main tasks of Land Forces are:

- Deterrence from armed aggression;
- Defence of the territory;
- Provision of conditions for mobilization and development of the Armed Forces and other institutions of the defence system;
- Participation in peace support operations and international military cooperation;
- Assistance to civilian authorities in facing non-military challenges, risks and threats to security.
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES

Land Forces

Special Brigade
Special Brigade is an elite unit of the Serbian Army which was formed on the 29th of September in 2006, with the tradition of counterterrorist, reconnaissance, parachuting and diving composition. It was formed by reorganizing the 72nd Special Brigade and the 63rd Parachute Brigade. The composition of the unit was also formed by smaller parts of the 82nd maritime center and counterterrorist unit of the "Cobras". It is a specially equipped and trained unit designed to perform tasks that are not the responsibility of conventional forces.

Special Brigade units use all kinds of the latest infantry weapons and special unit weapons of domestic and foreign production. Special brigade carries out the training of counterterrorist units, parachuting, reconnaissance-sabotage, diving units and training of units for participation in multinational operations. The range of training is wide and includes tactical, fire and physical training of the highest professional risk.

The main tasks of the brigade are the following:
- survey of the strategic, operational and tactical depth, for the purposes of performing counterterrorist and counterinsurgency operations,
- participation in inphoneligence and counterinphoneligence operations,
- solving hostage issues,
- disarmament of terrorist, rogue and criminal armed groups,
- participation in the blockade of regions and facilities,
- suppression of armed rebellion,
- protection of top military and government officials,
- detection and marking of targets for the effect of long-range artillery and aircraft in the tactical and operational depth of the enemy
- rescuing shot down pilots and reconnaissance-sabotage groups and individuals in the rear
- landing and supply from the air.
Basic Parachute Training

SPECIAL BRIGADE

AIM:
To enable persons to perfect the execution of airborne parachute jumps from transport military aircraft day and night with weapons and equipment in all weather conditions.

CONTENT:
Training on land:
- physical preparation;
- landing training;
- work on the reef system;
- actions after landing;
- packing of parachutes;
- preparation on the embarkation region;
- equipping before the jump;
- work on the lines of control;
- work on a plane;
- safety measures when performing jumps and procedures in emergency situations.

The practical execution of the parachute jumps:
- it is performed in accordance with the Rule of parachute jumping and methodological guidelines for carrying out basic parachute training course included in the Rules of jumping.

QUALIFICATION:
Parachutist

DURATION: six weeks

PERIOD: from March to October

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
30 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- health insurance by authorized insurers of the country which sends them to the course;
- criterion of volition and
- a certificate that a candidate is psychologically and physically capable of carrying out the parachute training.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE: Knowledge and skills that candidates must acquire are:
- theory of a parachute jump;
- exercises of jump technique in parachute training area;
- knowledge of parachutes and equipment;
- packing of parachutes in practice;
- carrying out parachute jumps.

PRICE:
Hour of flight time (per hour of flight time):
- AN 2: € 370
- AN 26: € 1.050
The total number of hours of flight time required for completion of the course is:
- The AN 26 aircraft (up to 30 people) 5 hours of flight time,
- The AN-2 aircraft (up to 10 people) 11 hours of flight time.
Hiring of an instructor of the parachuting course will be charged in accordance with applicable financial charges in the Serbian Army.

The price of the maintenance of the PD08-ZU parachute for a jump is 27. Successful completion of the course requires seven parachute jumps per person.
Training of one jumper if there are 10 students (for An 2 aircraft) without charging for an instructor is € 600.
Training of one jumper if there are 30 participants (for An 26 aircraft) without charging for an instructor is € 370.

CONTACT / LAND FORCES / SPECIAL BRIGADE:
phone: +381 13326023
mobile: +381 648874010
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES

TRAINING COMMAND
Training Command was formed on 23rd April 2007 from parts of units of Operational Forces, Land Forces and Air Force and Air Defence. In this way, the integration of seven territorial centers for basic training and five centers for professional and specialist training of services and branches (LF, AF and AD, CBRN, logistics, signals and IT) was successfully accomplished.

Today, in addition to the three basic training centers and five professional-specialist service and branch training centers, the Training Command includes an NCO training and development center and four territorial brigade development commands, training facilities and shooting ranges.

The training centers provide basic training and professional-specialist development for the members of the Serbian Armed Forces – serving in all structures from privates to commissioned officers as well as members of other defence forces. There are also capacities for training members of foreign armies.

The Training Command is located in Belgrade, while training centers and territorial brigade development commands are based in Sombor, Pančevo, Jakovo, Valjevo, Zaječar, Kruševac, Leskovac, Požarevac, Batajnica and Gornji Milanovac.
Training Command
Army Training Center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

The Army training centre was established on 1 December 2006, by reforming 565 The Army Teaching centre. It continues the tradition of former infantry, artillery, armour and mechanized units and engineers school centres and tradition of the military units on the territory of the Branicevo administrative area.

The main purpose of the Centre is realization of individual specialist soldier training while voluntary doing national service, candidates for professional soldiers and candidates for infantry, artillery, armour units and engineers non – commissioned officers (NCO), as well as realization of courses intended for advanced training of (NCOs), professional soldiers and civilians.

The Centre has necessary facilities and resources and it successfully accomplishes training for 43 specialities of arms infantry, artillery, armoured units and engineers.
Methodical Course for Section Commanders, Training Sections and Polk 9K11 Operators

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable people who are attending advanced training to operate, use and maintain POLK 9K11 (POLO M83, BVP M80A). To methodically enable people who attend advanced training to perform antiarmour systems operator training (PORS).

CONTENT:
- to train people who attend advanced training to properly handle, use and do basic maintenance of POLK 9K11 (POLO M83, BVP M80A), TVT M-83;
- to train people who attend advanced training to properly apply antiarmour guided rockets shooting rules;
- to methodically enable people who attend advanced training to prepare and perform operator candidates training.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 4 weeks
PERIOD: April
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 12 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional NCOs of the army, arm infantry or artillery;
- that they are qualified for the duties they perform and that they have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Knowledge and skills necessary to acquire in order to successfully finish advanced training – training:
- person attending advanced training knows POLK 9K11 (POLO M83, BVP M80A) and is qualified for proper handling, usage and basic maintenance;
- knows regulations of the POLK 9K11 shooting rules and is qualified for its proper application;
- technically and methodically qualified for conducting operator training on POLK 9K11.

PRICE:
€ 4,160 per candidate

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND/
ARMY TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 12 214 267
fax: +381 12 223 619
e-mail: kzo.cokov@vs.rs

SERBIAN ARMED FORCES
Methodical Course for Section Commanders and PORS 9K11 Operators

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
To enable people who are attending advanced training to operate, use and do basic maintenance of PORS 9K11. To methodically enable people to perform antiarmour system operator training (PORS).

CONTENT
- to train people to properly handle, use and do basic maintenance of PORS 9K11, simulator 9F618M on vehicle GAZ 66;
- to train people to properly apply antiarmour rockets 9M111M shooting Rules;
- to methodically enable people to prepare and perform operator candidates training and section commanders on PORS 9K111.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 3 weeks
PERIOD: September
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 12 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

EnTRANCE PREREQUISITeS:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional NCOs of the army, arm infantry or artillery;
- that they are qualified for the duties they perform and that they have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- person attending advanced training knows PORS 9K111, simulator 9F618M on vehicle GAZ 66 and is qualified for proper handling, usage and basic maintenance;
- knows regulations of the PORS 9K111 shooting rules and is qualified for its proper application;
- technically and methodically qualified for conducting operator training on PORS 9K111.

PRICE: € 390 per candidate

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND/
ARMY TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 12 214 267
fax: +381 12 223 619
e-mail: kzo.cokov@vs.rs
DURATION: 2 weeks

PERIOD: June

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 10 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- candidates attending advanced training for drivers – attendants of the self - propelled engineer machines (dozer, lift truck, excavator, grader, roller) must have passed cargo motor vehicles driving test;
- that they have general military and technical knowledge in the subject training field.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Knowledge and skills necessary to acquire in order to successfully finish advanced training – training:
- person attending advanced training knows construction and principle of engineer machines operation;
- person is qualified for practical work – usage, maintenance and carrying out purposeful tasks using engineer machine he is being trained for.

PRICE:
Price per candidate:
- for drivers – attendants of the engineer machine (dozer, lift trucks, excavator, grader, roller) from € 250 up to € 500;
- for engineer machines attendants (mine wells drilling machines, compressor, power saw and power drill) from € 60 up to € 450.
Note: Price varies from power – generating fuel consumption per hour.
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES

Training Command

Logistic Training Center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

Logistic Training Center (LTC) was established by Logistic Department (J – 4) of the Serbian army General Staff, by reforming earlier units for logistics training: 186 TNC, 414 InNC, 125 SbАN, 512 SnNC, 40 VtNC and PozSC, and it is its legal successor and follower of its tradition. The center was subordinated to Training Command on 4 May 2007 and it is one of the centers intended for specialistic training. It is located in garrisons Krusevac, Nis and Kraljevo. Medical service training company is an organizational unit of the Training Command Logistic Training Center. It was established on 30 September 2009 by separating from the veterinary and medical service training company. The Advanced first aid course has been successfully realized in the medical service company since 2010. Advanced training and training of the medical service personnel (for the needs of the defence system) is being done in the unit.
Advanced First Aid Course - LEVEL 3

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable people who are attending advanced training to practically offer first aid to casualty from the moment of getting injured to the permanent taking care of.

CONTENT:
- types and principles of the advanced first aid;
- general assessment of the situation and behaviour on the scene of accident;
- vital parameters and their assessment;
- cardio – pulmonary reanimation
- keeping respiratory system passable, circulation and liquid compensation;
- injuries owing to different causes and triage;
- state of consciousness and assessment;
- signs of death;
- evacuation and transport of injured and ill;
- international war law;
- formation of the rescue team.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 4 weeks

PERIOD: March and September

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 12 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates finished medical secondary school;
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional members of the army.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Knowledge and skills necessary to acquire in order to successfully finish advanced training – training:
- principles and techniques of evacuation;
- tending and taking care of injured and ill.

PRICE:
€ 250 per 12 participants

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / LOGISTIC TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 37 416 373
tax: +381 37 416 377
e-mail: colo@vs.rs
Course for Official Dogs Guides and in Official Dogs Training For Finding Ordnance

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable people who are attending advanced training to perform duties of official dogs guide and official dogs Training for finding MES.

CONTENT:
- basics of kinology;
- general Training;
- formation of searching and camouflaging way;
- introduction of explosives smell to official dogs;
- sensitivity strengthening and situation practice.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 24 weeks
PERIOD: From March to August
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 3 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional members of the army.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Knowledge and skills necessary to acquire in order to successfully finish advanced training – training:
- kinology knowledge;
- basic skills about working with dogs – general Training;
- specialized dogs working skills.

PRICE
€ 9,000 - if training is done with a dog that will be taken to own country. If only training is done (without a dog being given) price is € 3,000. Price can be reduced depending on the number of individuals, that is number of bought dogs.

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND
/ LOGISTIC TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 37 416 373
tax: +381 37 416 377
e-mail: colo@vs.rs
Official Dogs Guides and Protective Service
Official Dogs Training Course

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable people who are attending advanced training to perform duties of official dogs guide and protective service official dogs training.

CONTENT:
- basics of kinology;
- usage of protective service official dogs.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 24 weeks

PERIOD: From April to June

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
5 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional members of the army.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- kinology knowledge;
- basic skills about working with dogs – general Training;
- specialized dogs working skills.

PRICE:
€ 6,000 - if training is done with a dog that will be taken to own country. If only training is done (without a dog being given) price is € 3,000. Price can be reduced depending on the number of individuals, that is number of bought dogs.

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND
LOGISTIC TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 37 416 373
tax: +381 37 416 377
e-mail: colo@vs.rs
Training Command
Communications, IT and Electronic Countermeasures
Training Center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

Communications, IT and Electronic Countermeasures Training Center (CIT and ECTC) was formed on 15 November, 2006, as The Center for Training and Professional Development of Communications, IT and Electronic Countermeasures Personnel (CTPDITECP). It continues the traditions of 328th Communications Regiment, 137th Communications Regiment, 4th Communications Battalion/398th Communications Brigade and 228th Communications Battalion of the Operational Forces.

The Center was subordinated to The Phoneecommunications and IT Center of the Serbian Army HQ (J-6) till 17 May, 2007 when it was subordinated to The Training Command, and on 30 November, 2007 the Center was renamed into Communications, IT and Electronic Countermeasures Training Center (CIT and ECTC). CIT and ECTC got its final and current formation and size structure on 12 June, 2011.

Principle tasks to be carried out by CIT and ECTC are:

- realization of expert-specialist training of soldiers, professional soldiers and soldiers in reserve component for military record keeping communications specialties for the needs of the Serbian Armed Forces;

- organization and realization of the courses for professional development of the communications, IT EC and crypto-protection personnel;

- certification of the obtained level of training of the soldiers after the final phase of their expert-specialist training.
TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
The aim is to teach the candidates attending the training how to safely handle, use and do basic maintenance of HF and VHF radio-sets in mobile component of the integrated communications system.

CONTENT
- basic terms and characteristics of HF and VHF radio-sets
- connecting of transmitter-receiver and transmission of speech
- setting up and handling radio-set
- HF and VHF radio-set softwares
- practical work on transmission of speech and information
- basic maintenance and precautions concerning the resources while using radio-sets

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 2 weeks

PERIOD: April

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
10 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE
Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must have experience in handling and maintaining radio-sets
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- knowledge concerning mobile component of the integrated communications system
- knowledge concerning basics of electronics;
- proper handling and maintenance of radio-sets.

PRICE
€ 525 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER
phone: +381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: +381 (0) 32 711 655
Handling and Basic Maintenance of Radio Relay Devices (RRD) in Mobile Component of ICS

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
The aim is to teach the candidates attending the training how to safely handle, use and do basic maintenance of RRD in mobile component of the integrated communications system.

CONTENT
- purpose, basic technical data, parts and description of RRD GRC-408E/34
- Setting up, adjusting and handling the set
- practical work
- basic maintenance and precautions concerning the resources while using RRD

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 2 weeks
PERIOD: April
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 10 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE
Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must have experience in handling and maintaining radio-sets
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- knowledge relating purpose and parts of the RRD GRC-408E/34;
- handling the device and practical work on keeping connection (communication);
- basic maintenance of radio-relay devices in mobile component of ICS

PRICE
€ 525 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER
phone: +381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: +381 (0) 32 711 655
Handling and Basic Maintenance of Tactical Commutation Centers (TCC) in Mobile Component of ICS

**TRAINING COMMAND**

**AIM**
The aim is to teach the candidates attending the training how to safely handle, use and do basic maintenance of tactical commutation centers in mobile component of the integrated communications system.

**CONTENT**
- theoretical basic information on IP and ATM protocols, digital transmission of signal;
- purpose, basic technical data, components and description of the parts of TKC ATC-8 and ATS-20, NMT and NMC sets;
- practical work – setting up of the devices for work, adjusting and handling;
- basic maintenance and precautions concerning the resources while using RRD

**QUALIFICATION:**
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

**DURATION:** 3 weeks

**PERIOD:** September

**NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:**
10 participants

**WORKING LANGUAGE**
Serbian, English

**ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES**
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must have experience in handling and maintaining radio-sets
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

**KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:**
- knowledge relating purpose and parts of the TKC ATC-8 and ATS-20, NMT and NMC sets;
- handling the device and practical work on keeping connection (communication);
- basic maintenance of radio-relay devices in mobile component of ICS

**PRICE**
€ 810 per participant

**CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER:**
phone: + 381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: + 381 (0) 32 711 655
**TRAVANDING COMMAND**

**AIM**
The aim is to teach the candidates attending the course to do the duties with the IT service (specialty – administrative work) expertly, high quality and independently.

**CONTENT**
- official correspondence and desk (office) administration;
- postal services in the armed forces;
- archiving and micro-filming;
- computer system “DELOVODNIK”.

**QUALIFICATION:**
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

---

**DURATION:** 9 weeks

**PERIOD:** from January to February

**NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:**
20 participants

**WORKING LANGUAGE**
Serbian, English

**ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES**
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must be familiar with work on computer and
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

**PRICE**
€ 1,925 per participant (including ECDL exam)

**KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:**
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must be familiar with work on computer and
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

---

**CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER:**
phone: +381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: +381 (0) 32 711 655
Course for Training of Professional NCOs and Civilians in IT Service (Specialty – IT)

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
The aim is to teach the candidates how to expertly, high quality and independently: install the installation systems and user programmes, do defection and debugging in hardware and software, protect data on PC and peripheral devices and maintain local computer networks.

CONTENT
- architecture of PC;
- operational system;
- basic elements of work on personal computers;
- maintenance of personal computers;
- computer networks and communications;
- computer (IT) systems.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 3 months

PERIOD: from July to September

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE
Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must be familiar with work on computers;
- candidates must have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- independent work on personal computer;
- acquiring knowledge about IT system;
- communication via computer network and its keeping.

PRICE
€ 3.050 per participant (including ECDL exam)

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER:
phone: + 381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: + 381 (0) 32 711 655
NCOs Course in Telecommunications Service

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
The aim is to make the NCOs attending the course be able to carry out expert training of the soldiers doing their service with phoneecommunications service.

CONTENT
- managing the training;
- tactics of phoneecommunications service;
- phoneecommunications service means and equipment;
- physical training.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 8 weeks
PERIOD: from March to April and from September to October
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 15 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE
Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES
- candidates must be healthy and capable of doing military service;
- candidates must be phoneecommunication service NCOs;

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- knowledge relating management of training for the level of team - section;
- getting familiar with tactical procedures of individuals – sections being phoneecommunication service members;
- getting familiar with phoneecommunications service means and equipment.

PRICE
€ 1.550 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / COMMUNICATIONS, IT AND ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING CENTER:
phone: + 381 (0) 32 712 190
fax: + 381 (0) 32 711 655
SERBIAN ARMED FORCES

Training Command

CBRN Center for Personnel Training
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

CBRN Center for the Personnel Training has a long tradition the roots of which can be found in the first anti-chemical protection schools which were organized in 1946. The Center has been at its current location in Krusevac from December 1956 when its intensive development started. Within the reforms of the defence system of The Republic of Serbia the Center was subordinated to The Training Command on 29th May, 2007 and it is one of the specialist training centers.

The principle tasks of the CBRN Center for the Personnel Training are:
- realization of expert-specialist training of soldiers and professional soldiers for CBR service military record lists;
- organization and realization of the courses intended for education of professional and reserve officers both from CBRN service and other branches and services, as well as civil protection personnel from the Internal Affairs Ministry in charge of CBRN protection;
- certificating of the level of training of the soldiers after completed phase of expert-specialist training;
- organization and realization of the international courses for the needs of the organization for chemical weapons banning;
- participation in experimental-exploitation research of CBRN equipment, in cooperation with the manufacturers and MoD scientific-research institutions;
- providing of expert help to the structure out of MoD relating CBR, and this represents active participation within realization of the third mission task of SAF.

Intensive international military cooperation and realization of several international courses have contributed to the fact that The CBRN Center for the Personnel Training has been listed in the presentation document of the Serbian Government for cooperation within The Partnership for Peace. It has also been suggested that a regional center should be formed for the needs of SEEC partner countries.
DURATION: 1 week

PERIOD: March

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- CBRN CO - NCO;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on detection and identification of TC and TIC. Handling the means for detection and identification of TC and TIC in the Army of Serbia.

PRICE: € 500 per participant

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about detection of toxic chemical substances (TC) and toxic industrial chemical substances (TIC) as well as to get practice in use of the equipment for detection and identification of TC and TIC.

CONTENT
- basic terms relating detection and identification of TC and TIC;
- physical-chemical and toxicological characteristics of TC and TIC;
- purpose, description and characteristics of the means for detection and identification of TC and TIC;
- handling the means for detection and identification of TC and TIC;
- chemical reconnaissance and activities in CBR laboratory station.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abhovs.rs

The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about detection of toxic chemical substances (TC) and toxic industrial chemical substances (TIC) as well as to get practice in use of the equipment for detection and identification of TC and TIC.
Radiological, Chemical and Biological Decontamination

TRAINING COMMAND

DURATION: 1 week
PERIOD: May
NUMBEr OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- CBRN CO - NCO;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLeDGe AND SKILLS ReQUIReD FOR SUCCeSSFuL COMpLeTION OF COURSe:
Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on CBR decontamination. Handling the means CBRN decontamination in SAF.

PRICE
€ 400 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Detection and Measuring of Ionizing Radiations

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiation as well as to get practice in use of the equipment for detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiation.

CONTENT
- basic terms relating detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiation;
- purpose, description and characteristics of the means for detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiations;
- handling the means for detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiations;

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 1 week

PERIOD: September

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- CBRN CO - NCO;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiations. Handling the means for detection and dosimetry of ionizing radiations.

PRICE:
€ 500 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Basic Course for Analysis of Radiological and Chemically Contaminated Samples

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about taking and analysis of radiological contaminated samples as well as to get practice in use of the equipment for taking and analysis of R and C contaminated samples.

CONTENT
- basic terms relating R and C contamination;
- purpose, description and handling the means for taking and analysis of R and C contaminated samples;
- methods of taking and analysis of R and C contaminated samples.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 1 week
PERIOD: November
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- CBRN CO – NCO (personnel dealing with laboratory jobs);
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF EDUCATION – PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT – TRAINING:
Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on R and C contamination. Handling the means for taking and analysis of R and C contaminated samples.

PRICE:
€ 600 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about CBRN protection as well as to get practice in use of the equipment for CBRN protection.

- basic terms relating CBRN protection;
- purpose, description and characteristics of the means for CBRN protection in SAF;
- use of CBRN protection means

The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

- CBRN CO - NCO;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on CBRN protection. Use of CBRN protection means.

€ 400 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Basic Course on Protection against Effects of Chemical Weapons

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about weapons of mass destruction and protection against chemical weapons.

CONTENT
- basic terms relating weapons of mass destruction;
- purpose and description of the means for detection and identification of toxic chemicals and sources of ionizing radiation;
- purpose and description of CBRN protection means;
- purpose and description of CBRN decontamination means.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 1 week

PERIOD: July

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- Members of Armed Forces, Police and civilian structures dealing with CBRN issues;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying the insulate and filter protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE: Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on weapons of mass destruction and CBRN armament and military equipment.

PRICE:
€ 400 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
**Advanced Course on Protection against Chemical Weapons**

**TRAINING COMMAND**

**AIM:**
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen the knowledge already acquired on the basic course as well as to teach the candidates to apply in practice their knowledge about chemical weapons.

**CONTENT:**
- basic terms relating the models for reaction in case of emergency caused by use of chemical weapons;
- handling means for detection and identification of toxic chemicals and sources of ionizing radiation;
- handling means of CBRN protection;
- handling means of CBRN decontamination.

**QUALIFICATIONS:**
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

**DURATION:** 1 week

**PERIOD:** October

**NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:**
20 participants

**WORKING LANGUAGE:** Serbian, English

**ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES**
- CBRN CO - NCO;
- members of the armed forces. Police and civilian structure dealing with CBRN issues;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying of protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

**KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:**
- Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge on models for reaction in emergencies caused by use of chemical weapons. Handling CBRN armament and military equipment.

**PRICE:**
€ 400 per participant

---

**CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:**
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Course in Organization of CBRN Training of Tactical Level Units

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn something more about organization of CBRN training on the level of platoon-company-battalion.

CONTENT:
- theory regulations concerning CBRN;
- principle characteristics and practical use of CBRN means;
- theoretical and practical regulations concerning CBRN tactics;
- methodology of teaching CBRN.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training / course / development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training / course / development.

DURATION: 1 week
PERIOD: November
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20 participants
WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- CBRN COs - NCOs;
- COs-NCOs from other arms and services who deal with organization of CBRN training;
- health and physical fitness for wearing and carrying of protective equipment;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE: Acquiring basic theoretical knowledge on CBRN training in tactical level units.

PRICE: € 450 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Use of Non-lethal Weapons for Temporary Disabling in Anti-terrorist Actions and in Peacekeeping Non-combat Missions

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
The aim is to provide conditions for the persons attending the training to widen already acquired knowledge and to learn more about use of chemical means for temporary disabling. Training to handle non-lethal weapons.

CONTENT:
- theoretical training on CWC and status LTA;
- basic principles and main characteristics of non-lethal weapons;
- practical application of temporary disabling chemicals (irritants) in gas room;
- identification of temporary disabling chemicals;
- theoretical regulations and practical use of temporary disabling weapons;
- shooting with non-lethal weapons for temporary disabling;
- theoretical regulations of the non-lethal weapons use.

QUALIFICATION:
The person attending the training/course/development who successfully completes the training curricula gets the certificate confirming successful completion of the training/course/development.

DURATION: 1 week

PERIOD: from June to December

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
20 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian, English

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- candidates must be members of military or police special force units;
- candidates must be trained in handling personal weapons;
- physical fitness for wearing and carrying of protective equipment for a longer period of time;
- age – up to 45;
- fluency in spoken English.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
Acquiring of basic theoretical knowledge about chemical means for temporary disabling. Handling non-lethal weapons for temporary disabling.

PRICE:
€ 1.000 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / CBRN CENTER FOR THE PERSONNEL TRAINING:
phone: +381 (0) 37 416 071
fax: +381 (0) 37 416 308
e-mail: centar@abho.vs.rs
Training Command
NCOs training and advanced training center
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE UNIT

Non – commissioned officers training and advanced training center was established on 7 June 2010, as a unit of Training Command and it is located in garrison Pancevo.

The Center is intended for planning, organizing and performing training and advanced training of professional soldiers, candidates for NCOs and NCOs.

The main tasks of the non – commissioned officers training and advanced training center are:

- professional soldiers and NCOs training and advanced training programme development and existing programmes development and building;
- preparation, organization, realization and following of the training and advanced training process;
- follow armament and military equipment development and in compliance with that, propose training and advanced training programme adding;
- study experience of the NCOs in the Serbian army and armed forces of foreign countries and propose their application in training and advanced training.
First Non–Commissioned Officers (NCOs) Advanced Training Course

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable NCOs to support company commander in commanding, individual training standard application, participation in company degree evaluation, resources management, taking security measures and protecting people and means, as well as solving NCOs and professional soldiers status issues.

CONTENT:
During the course the following subjects will be accomplished.
- leadership,
- resources management,
- training,
- law and
- physical training.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 5 weeks

PERIOD: From March to April

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
10 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that candidates are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are professional NCOs;
- that they are qualified for the duty they perform and that they have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- knowledge for offering support to company commander in commanding a company, performing administrative jobs and regulating NCOs and soldiers status issues;
- knowledge and skills for performing duties of the first NCO in the field of management in resources management for the first NCO level;
- one should know legitimate training norms and standards;
- knowledge for group, service, crew, team and section individual training bearer;
- knowledge for application of security measures and people and means protection.

PRICE:
€2,250 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND
/ NCOS TRAINING AND ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 (0) 13 326 281
fax: +381 (0) 13 326 436
mobile: +381 64 88 74 271
Leadership Course

TRAINING COMMAND

AIM:
To enable people attending advanced training to become immediate leaders - group leaders, service, crew and team and to support section commander in commanding and performing daily section tasks.

CONTENT:
During the course the following subjects will be accomplished.
- leadership, 
- training and physical training.

QUALIFICATION:
A person who attends advanced training and who successfully masters advanced training curriculum gets a certificate about the mastered advanced training curriculum.

DURATION: 4 weeks

PERIOD: From May to June and from September to October

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS:
10 participants

WORKING LANGUAGE: English, Serbian

ENTRANCE PREREQUISITES:
- that they are professional soldiers (or junior NCOs);
- that they possess pronounced leadership capabilities;
- that they are healthy and capable for military service;
- that they are qualified for the duty they perform and that they have general military knowledge.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF COURSE:
- knowledge for commanding a group, service, crew and team in the role of the immediate commander - leader;
- knowledge for immediate support to section commanders in training performance;
- proper usage and basic armament and equipment maintenance of the group, service, crew, team and section and security measures and protection application;
- group, service, crew, team and section physical capabilities development.

PRICE:
€ 1.400 per participant

CONTACT / TRAINING COMMAND / NCOS TRAINING AND ADVANCED TRAINING CENTER:
phone: +381 (0) 13 326 281
fax: +381 (0) 13 326 436
mobile: +381 64 88 74 271